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Portfolio Review as at November 2022

RISK
LEVEL:

TIME
HORIZON:

HOW YOU’RE DOING:

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW:1

Most financial markets have struggled this year as central banks
have continued to back up their promises to tackle inflation by hiking
interest rates aggressively. Disorder in global energy markets has been
a feature of much of this year due to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine
and its efforts to restrict and manipulate supply. Rising interest rates,
falling consumer confidence and high energy prices have increased
the chances of global recession and this has also weighed on markets.
Rising interest rates have made this a very difficult period for
government and corporate bonds, and UK government bonds fell
heavily after chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng’s mini-budget announced
plans for a large increase in government borrowing. Equities have
generally fared better than bonds but prices have fluctuated. Japanese
equities have performed best in local currency terms, but the weakness
of the yen and also of UK sterling means that, for UK investors, US
equities have produced the best returns.
Portfolio (3.12%)

The best performance has come from Legg Mason ClearBridge US
Equity Sustainability Leaders, M&G Global Sustain Paris Aligned, Brown
Advisory US Sustainable Growth and CT Responsible Global Equity, as
all made a positive contribution to the portfolio. EdenTree Responsible
and Sustainable Short Dated Bond fell but managed to considerably
outperform the other bond funds. iShares UK Gilts All Stocks Index
produced the worst performance as UK government bonds have sold
off heavily this year.

PORTFOLIO POST REBALANCING:

IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares (5.60%)

SUMMARY OF PORTFOLIO CHANGES:

When we last reviewed the portfolios in May, inflation was accelerating
quickly and central banks were getting more aggressive in their
attempts to bring rising prices under control. Since then inflation has
remained persistently high and central banks have tightened interest
rates even more aggressively. Financial markets have remained
extremely volatile and factors such as rapidly rising interest rates
around the world, extremely high energy prices, weaker economic
growth in China and a very strong US dollar have significantly increased
the chances of a recession. Against this backdrop we have continued
to make the Responsibly Managed portfolios more defensive.
At this review we have made six changes to the portfolio. A small
allocation to cash is added. The review of other defensive assets sees
the allocation to corporate bonds increase as we reduce exposure
to the effect of rising central bank rates. Allianz Gilt Yield and Royal
London Sustainable Managed Income Trust have been removed and
are replaced by Royal London UK Government Bond and Pimco Global
Investment Grade Credit ESG. The allocation to equities has also
become more defensive as we limit exposure to growth companies
and value companies in favour of large-cap quality companies. Baillie
Gifford Global Stewardship, Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth,
Pictet Nutrition and CT Responsible Global Equity are removed, and
Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust, Janus Henderson Global
Sustainable Equity, Pictet Timber and Pictet Water are added.

Name

Weighting

M&G Global Sustain Paris Aligned

29.00%

Janus Henderson Global Sustainable Equity

16.00%

EdenTree Responsible and Sustainable Short Dated
Bond

14.00%

Pimco Global Investment Grade Credit ESG

10.50%

Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust

10.00%

Money Market

5.00%

Royal London UK Government Bond

8.00%

Fixed Income

32.50%

L&G Cash Trust

5.00%

Global Developed Equity

49.00%

Janus Henderson UK Responsible Income

3.50%

UK Equity

13.50%

Pictet Timber

2.00%

Pictet Water

2.00%

NEW ASSET CLASS BREAKDOWN:2

ASSET CLASS CHANGES:

WHAT IT COSTS:
Financial Instruments OCF: 0.70%3
Financial Instruments Transactional Costs: 0.06%
Change in Portfolio Expense: 0.01%
The Financial Instruments OCF refers to the underlying costs of
managing the funds. Transactional costs refers to additional costs
which this does not capture such as trading fees, investment research
and foreign exchange fees. It also includes implicit costs that can have
an impact on performance but are not charged directly to the end
investor. The charges represent the current maximum charges, for
the exact charges please refer to the Platform Portfolio Charges
Document and Platform Fund Charges Document.

PORTFOLIO CHANGES
SELL

BUY
M&G Global Sustain Paris Aligned

4.00%

EdenTree Responsible and Sustainable Short Dated
Bond

-6.00%

Janus Henderson Global Sustainable Equity

16.00%

Janus Henderson UK Responsible Income

-16.50%

Pimco Global Investment Grade Credit ESG

10.50%

Allianz Gilt Yield

-16.00%

Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust

10.00%

CT Responsible Global Equity

-10.00%

Royal London UK Government Bond

8.00%

Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity Sustainability
Leaders

-3.00%

L&G Cash Trust

5.00%

Pictet Nutrition

-3.00%

Pictet Timber

2.00%

Baillie Gifford Global Stewardship

-1.00%

Pictet Water

2.00%

Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth

-1.00%

Royal London Sustainable Managed Income Trust

-1.00%

KEY:
New fund to the portfolio
Sell completely out of fund
If blank add or subtract from existing holding
Weightings refer to portfolio holdings not individual fund holdings

FUNDS IN:

Janus Henderson Global Sustainable Equity

FUNDS OUT:

Allianz Gilt Yield

Portfolio Holding: 16.00% Yield: 0.14% Total Charge: 0.85%
This fund makes up the global equity portion of the portfolio,
although it has a bias towards US stocks. The fund uses a combination
of negative and positive screens. The negative screen will exclude
companies involved in harmful activities that may have an impact on
people, animals or the environment; the positive screen highlights
those with beneficial attributes, such as energy conservation and
responsible corporate governance. The team sees climate change as
the biggest investment issue of our time and believes the transition
to a low-carbon environment provides investment opportunities.

Previous Holding: 16.00% Yield: 1.08% Total Charge: 0.32%
This fund invests primarily in British government bonds. It tends
to have a low correlation to other asset classes, providing strong
diversification benefits for the portfolio. The fund has been
removed as the allocation to gilts has been reduced in favour of
short-term investment grade corporate bonds.

Pimco Global Investment Grade Credit ESG

CT Responsible Global Equity

Portfolio Holding: 10.50% Yield: 0.00% Total Charge: 0.52%
This fund offers exposure to global bond markets, investing in high
quality corporate bonds but adopting selective risk in emerging
markets and lower quality ‘high yield’ bonds when the opportunities
arise. The team expects outperformance to come from identifying
companies with improving credit profiles and considered undervalued
to peers in their respective sectors. Diversification is significant and
while the fund invests globally, currency risk is hedged back to UK
sterling. The fund has been added to maintain exposure to defensive
assets while reducing exposure to gilts which remain at risk from the
negative effect of rising interest rates.

Previous Holding: 10.00% Yield: 0.39% Total Charge: 0.79%
This fund uses both positive and negative screens to develop a
watch list of 100 companies to consider. The negative screen
excludes industries including tobacco, alcohol, gambling, arms
and nuclear power. The managers look for companies that score
well on its assessment on a range of themes including health and
wellbeing, resource efficiency and energy transition. The fund aims
to invest in companies that stand to benefit from or contribute to
sustainable development. The fund has been removed as part of
the move to improve the positive impact of the portfolio as the
allocation has been added to a fund with better impact exposure.

Royal London Sustainable Leaders Trust

Legg Mason ClearBridge US Equity Sustainability Leaders

Portfolio Holding: 10.00% Yield: 1.53% Total Charge: 0.76%
This fund focuses on investing in companies that have strong
environmental, social and governance (ESG) qualities and offer
potential for growth, as well as being relatively undervalued by the
market. The team applies its rigorous, qualitative positive screening
to identify companies that are actively seeking out better ways of
producing goods and services for the benefit of society. The fund
is distinguishable from its ethical peers, who focus predominantly
on negative screening, in that the manager goes a step further and
screens all ‘ethical’ companies to isolate those that are actively
engaging in sustainable areas as well as those that operate in
socially neutral areas, such as alcohol production, but which utilise
responsible methods of production.

Previous Holding: 3.00% Yield: 0.00% Total Charge: 1.10%
The fund’s goal is to achieve capital growth in the long term by
investing a minimum of 85 per cent of its assets in shares of US
companies. The shares are selected based on their ability to meet
the fund manager’s financial criteria as well as the fund’s criteria
for environmental, social and governance (ESG) policies. The small
allocation to this fund has been removed as global equity exposure
is focused on larger companies which typically perform better in
a recession.

Royal London UK Government Bond

Pictet Nutrition

Portfolio Holding: 8.00%
Yield: 1.12% Total Charge: 0.40%
This fund helps to construct the core fixed-income portion of the
portfolio. The fund invests in UK government bonds, an investment
that generally has a very low correlation to equities; it is therefore
considered a more cautious investment. The fund plays an important
role in regards to risk control in the portfolio, as it helps to insulate
from the worst of any market shocks and allows higher risk assets
to be held elsewhere.

Previous Holding: 3.00% Yield: 0.00% Total Charge: 1.11%
This fund is one of Pictet’s range of environmental- and sustainable
themed funds. Pictet uses a negative screen to rule out companies
that are incompatible with the company’s approach to responsible
investment. The fund invests in companies across the food chain,
from farming to transportation and processing, to improve quality,
access to and sustainability of food production. The fund invests
on a global basis and has a relatively concentrated portfolio of
between 50 and 80 stocks. The fund has been removed as part
of a rebalance of the portfolio’s allocation to funds which make a
positive environmental or social impact.

L&G Cash Trust

Baillie Gifford Global Stewardship

Portfolio Holding: 5.00%
Yield: 0.37% Total Charge: 0.15%
The objective of this fund is to maintain capital and provide a
return in line with money market rates, before charges. The fund
will generally invest in short-term deposits, certificates of deposit,
government bonds (predominantly UK) issued in UK sterling and
Repos. In stressed market conditions, the fund may be invested
up to 100 per cent in government and public securities issued by
a single issuer. The maximum maturity of the instruments the
fund invests in is 397 days, but the fund must maintain a weighted
average maturity of less than 60 days.

Previous Holding: 1.00%
Yield: 0.20% Total Charge: 0.52%
This fund takes a sustainable approach to investing in global
equities and aims to deliver returns greater than the benchmark
over a five-year rolling period. The team combines negative
screening, to exclude industries including tobacco, arms, fossil
fuels and gambling, with positive screening to concentrate on
companies with a responsible culture and stakeholder balance
that also provide a value to society. The fund has been removed
from the portfolio as it has a high exposure to growth stocks,
which we no longer see fit to invest in given the current market
environment. The fund has been removed as part of a rebalance
of the portfolio’s international equity holdings which sees the
allocation to growth-focused equities reduced.

Pictet Timber

Brown Advisory US Sustainable Growth

Portfolio Holding: 2.00%
Yield: 0.23% Total Charge: 1.11%
Pictet has a range of funds that target specific megatrends that
should provide long-term growth. The timber megatrend has several
themes, including population growth and supply-and-demand
imbalances. This fund uses various financial metrics to analyse the
quality of a company’s management and business strategy to select
the companies that best suit the proposed mandate. Although the
team invests along the whole forest and timber value chain, the
fund predominantly favours companies operating in timber supply,
processing services, timber technology and environmental services.

Previous Holding: 1.00%
Yield: 0.00% Total Charge: 0.86%
Given the uncertain economic environment we have decided to
remove the fund as we believe its style will struggle. The fund has
a growth bias which means it has a large exposure to companies
which have borrowed heavily in order to grow quickly. We believe
with interest rates rising these businesses will find themselves
under increasing pressure and would rather switch our allocation
to established and more robust businesses.

Pictet Water

Royal London Sustainable Managed Income Trust

Portfolio Holding: 2.00%
Yield: 0.72% Total Charge: 1.10%
This fund is one of Pictet’s range of environmental- and sustainablethemed funds. Pictet uses a negative screen to rule out companies
that are incompatible with the company’s approach to responsible
investment. Pictet Water invests across all areas of the global
water industry, with a particular focus on water supply, water
technology and environmental services. The team has identified
several megatrends supporting the water theme, which include
demographic development, a focus on health, sustainability,
commercialisation and economic growth. The fund has been added
as part of a rebalance of the portfolio’s allocation to funds which
make a positive environmental or social impact.

Previous Holding: 1.00%
Yield: 4.01% Total Charge: 0.58%
This fund invests almost entirely in safer corporate bonds
denominated in UK sterling, with any foreign currency exposure
hedged back to UK sterling. The process involves a detailed
analysis of the security and agreements embedded into bond
contracts. The team invests solely in the bonds of companies that
are expected to offer a net benefit to society or are environmental,
social and governance (ESG) leaders relative to their peers. The
fund has been removed from the tile as it has a high duration,
which exposes it to interest rate risk. The removal of this fund
allows for the inclusion of short-dated bonds, which limits the
exposure to interest rate risk.

RESPONSIBLY MANAGED OVERVIEW:
At FE Investments the aim of our Responsibly Managed portfolios is to cater for those investors who want to do some good with their portfolios,
rather than having very strict ethical and sustainable investment criteria. Our portfolios will therefore look to reduce exposure to ethically
questionable industries, look to reduce their carbon footprint and look to invest in companies that are actively contributing to make a better
world. We understand that it is not always possible for an investment to be doing good in all of these areas, this does not mean the investment
is unsuitable, but it will have to justify its place. A summary of the portfolio is found below along with an analysis and justification of each fund
on the following page.
Benchmark Portfolio
To provide some context on how this is achieved we have utilised data from MSCI’s ESG ratings to demonstrate the exposure to each of these
themes. These numbers they are then compared to the portfolios strategic asset allocation provided by our actuaries constructed using passive
investment funds.

ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW:

CARBON FOOTPRINT:

CARBON REDUCTION: 32.7% below benchmark
EXPOSURE TO IMPACT SOLUTIONS:
This measures the portfolio’s overall revenue exposure to goods and
services that are making a positive social or environmental impact.
Social Impact includes; nutrition, disease treatment, sanitation,
affordable housing, SME financing and education.
Environment Impact includes; alternative energy, energy efficiency,
green building, sustainable water and pollution prevention

INCREASE IN EXPOSURE TO IMPACT SOLUTIONS

51.1%

CONTROVERSIAL INDUSTRIES EXPOSURE:
Gambling
GMOs (Genetically Modified Organisms)
Land Mines
Predatory Lending
Tobacco
Weapons

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

REDUCTION IN EXPOSURE TO CONTROVERSIAL
INDUSTRIES OVER BENCHMARK

98.9%

Certain information ©2022 MSCI ESG Research LLC. Reproduced by
permission.

KEY SOCIAL & GOVERNANCE METRICS EXPOSURE:

External Risk Ratings

About FE Investments

FE Investments Portfolios: Our portfolios are a total investment solution designed to help advisers in achieving their clients objectives. FE
Investments has produced a range of optimised portfolios which are designed to manage risk to achieve the desired outcome for investors.
The portfolios are optimised to maximise the overall level of diversification between different fund strategies. By analysing the relationships
between funds we aim to find the best possible mix, where differing strategies are complementary and further reduce the total risk in the
portfolio; thus allowing for greater market exposure for the same level of risk compared to a more traditional portfolio solution.
FE Investments produce fifteen growth portfolios that uses optimal asset allocation models from EValue as a reference for each level of risk.
We optimise our portfolios to match the risk of the reference, to try and achieve greater returns and better capital protection. We use the asset
allocation models as a guide but allow our portfolios to differ significantly where we are able to diversify away the extra risk. This approach has
been developed internally by FE Investments and has been validated by Cass Business School.
FE Investments Portfolios are constructed exclusively from funds that have made the FE Investments Approved List and have therefore gone
through a rigorous vetting procedure. We’ve developed 15 growth portfolios, spanning three time periods and five risk levels, as well as a natural
income solution which is outcomes orientated, as opposed to risk targeted.
FE Investments Approved List: Our recommended list of funds builds upon our established suite of research tools to help keep investors better
informed. Funds initially undergo a rigorous quant screening to identify the best performers. This screening encompasses four distinct areas;
Crown Ratings, Alpha Manager Ratings, Group Awards and AFI (Adviser Fund Index).
These four areas combined allow us to accurately scrutinize a fund from all angles. Our dedicated team of analysts overlay this quant analysis
with their own independent and unique qualitative analysis. Funds that pass this rigorous two-stage quantitative and qualitative analysis process
then make it on to the FE Investments Approved List.

Awards & Ratings For FE Investments

MSCI ESG Research

Although Financial Express Investments Ltd information providers, including without limitation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (the
“ESG Parties”), obtain information (the “Information”) from sources they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees
the originality, accuracy and/or completeness, of any data herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied warranties, including those
of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The Information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or
redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for, or a component of, any financial instruments or products or indices. Further, none
of the Information can in and of itself be used to determine which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell them. None of the ESG Parties
shall have any liability for any errors or omissions in connection with any data herein, or any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Important Information

1 Asset Breakdown: For this calculation a fund is assumed to invest 100% in any one asset class. For example a fund in the IA UK All Companies
sector would be classifed 100% UK Equity. A mixed investment fund would be classifed as 100% Mixed.
2 What it Costs: The portfolio expense is calculated using the weighted value of the OCF of the portfolios constituent funds. Total cost of
investment include FE Investments charges of 0.27%.
This document has been prepared for general information only and is not guaranteed to be complete or accurate. It does not
contain all of the information which an investor may require in order to make an investment decision. If you are unsure whether
this is a suitable investment you should speak to your financial adviser. You may get back less than you originally invested.
Financial Express Investments Ltd, registration number 03110696, is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 209967). For
our full disclaimer please visit https://www.fefundinfo.com/en-gb/about/legal-and-policies/financial-express-investments-limited-disclaimer/

